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TONIGHT’S TOPICS

Apple In The News

Desktop Spaces & Mission Control

Hot Corners & Hidden Apps

Why The Mac is More Secure

Messages

iOS Apps of The Week



MOUNTAIN LION PREVIEW



MOUNTAIN LION PREVIEW

9th major release of Mac OS X since 
launch in 2001

Over 100 new features; several all-
new apps; iOS harmonization; 
Gatekeeper

Mac App Store download; requires 
Snow Leopard or Lion

Price & release date TBA (late 
summer 2012)



ABC’S NIGHTLINE ON FOXCONN



Apple went from 0% to about 21% 
smartphone marketshare in 4.5 years

Apple sold more iPhones in 2011 than 
in all of 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 
combined

BUT, largest market opportunity is still 
the non-consumption market

Apple’s iPhone Opportunity





AAPL HITS $500/SHARE

on... AAPL was:

1/12/1980 $3.59 Apple went public

4/26/2007 $100 for the 1st time 26 years, 4 months & 14 days later

11/4/2009 $200 for the 1st time 2 years, 6 months, 10 days later

10/13/2010 $300 for the 1st time 11 months, 10 days later

12/23/2011 $400 for the 1st time 1 year, 2 months, 11 days later

2/13/2012 $500 for the 1st time 1 month, 22 days later



MISSION CONTROL & SPACES



WHY THE MAC IS MORE SECURE



THE FACTS ON MAC SECURITY

After a decade on the market, there are essentially no active security threats 
against Mac OS X in the wild

Mac OS X comes out of the box essentially locked-down, with dozens of 
proactive, built-in security measures already turned on by default

Mac users do not need any special software to keep their Macs safe, secure 
and up-to-date against any new security threats



MAC SECURITY MISCONCEPTIONS

Hackers “don’t bother” with the Mac because of it’s “low” marketshare

“As the Mac gets more popular, it will suffer the same attacks as Windows 
users face”

Mac users are complacent about security, and need to worry since attacks are 
inevitable

All Mac users should still buy and use anti-virus and other security software



NY TIMES, YESTERDAY

“Many experts say that, technically speaking, Macs 
aren’t more secure than PCs that use new versions 
of Windows. Rather, attackers primarily aim at PCs 
because they have much more know-how and a 
large base of already developed malicious code to 
build upon.”

Riva Richmond, NY Times, GadgetBlog:
“Apple’s New Security Features for the Mac”
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WHY THAT’S WRONG, WRONG, WRONG



WHY THAT’S WRONG, WRONG, WRONG

Apple has sold over 55,000,000 
Macs in the past 5 years

Mac sales grew at 6x the rate of PC 
sales over the past 24 quarters

The Mac user base is large, growing 
very fast, and is over-represented in 
key markets: scientific, creative, 
education



THE WINDOWS SECURITY NIGHTMARE

Windows started life as MS-DOS, which started life as 86DOS, in 1981

MS-DOS was gradually phased out of Windows through the 1990’s, but 
backward-compatibility required that much of the MS-DOS code of the 80’s 
and 90’s still be made to run under Windows

The very insecure and unsophisticated foundation of early versions of 
Windows led to a huge legacy of viruses, trojans & vulnerabilities which 
continue to today

Microsoft does not “make the whole widget” -- only Apple does



THE FOUNDATIONS OF MAC OS X

The core of Mac OS X came from NeXT Computer, the advanced computer 
company Steve Jobs’ started after being booted out of Apple in 1985

NeXT machines ran NeXTStep, a very advanced OS created by NeXT

Apple bought NeXT in 1995 for $400-million, and got a free Steve Jobs as 
part of the package

NeXTStep was built on the foundation of a Unix OS



UNIX

Originally developed starting in 1969 at Bell Labs

Dennis Ritchie, Ken Thompson, Brian Kernighan, et.al.

First written in machine code, then re-written in the new high-level “C” 
language

AT&T released the Unix system to businesses & institutions, where it 
became widely adopted for development and programming



FreeBSD is a popular “flavor” of Unix, created at UC-Berkeley

“Free,” meaning freely distributed, freely open to modification/
enhancements

“BSD,” meaning Berkeley Software Distribution, from UC-Berkeley

FreeBSD was the flavor of Unix that NeXT, and then Apple, used to create 
NeXTStep and eventually Mac OS X









KEY FEATURES OF UNIX

Has been under continuous, intensive development by world-class genius 
programmers for over 40 years

All parts of the system are open to inspection & improvement by anyone

Very well-understood, robust & highly-refined internal structure



KEY FEATURES OF UNIX

Unix systems are designed to be high-performance, resilient and fault-
tolerant

Unix systems are designed to be secure at their core, since they are used in 
real-time, mission-critical systems (telephone switching, industrial control, 
military, aerospace)



MAC OS BUILT-IN SECURITY FEATURES

Admin account installation 
authentication

Sandboxing

ASLR -- Address Space Layout 
Randomization

Safari download quarantine

Safari cookie-blocking mode

Safari anti-phishing monitor

Execute Disable at the root

Optional Firewall & stealth mode

Continually-updated malware 
signature blocking in the OS

App code signing from Leopard on

Gatekeeper in Mountain Lion



BEST PRACTICES

Set Software Update to run daily

Don’t click on links to sites from 
unknown sources

Don’t open attachments from 
unknown/unexpected sources

Use OpenDNS on your home 
network

Remove Adobe Flash Player from 
your system

Use WPA2 security on your home 
Wi-Fi network

Use Safari for normal browsing, 
Google Chrome for Flash-
mandatory sites

Use a password manager, such as 
1Password



WHITE HAT SECURITY 
RESEARCHER CHARLIE MILLER

“There are about 10 pieces of malware that have 
been written for the Mac, while Microsoft says 

that one in 14 downloads (on PCs) is malicious. So, 
it’s big news because it’s rare.”

source: 
Elinor Mi$s, c|net News, May 19, 2011



Messages



Apple’s Messaging To-Do List: Unify!!!

Messages

iOS Only

FaceTime

Mac OS X & iOS

iChat

Mac OS X Only



MESSAGES BETA FOR LION

Free download from apple.com

Replaces iChat in Mac OS X Lion

Unifies iChat with iOS Messages 
app



DEMO



IOS APP OF THE MONTH: EVERNOTE



EVERNOTE

“Freemium” app for Mac, Web, 
iPhone, iPad, Android

Clip, save, share, search nearly 
anything

Automatic OCR for images, graphs

Free in the Mac App Store, iTunes



DEMO
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